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ABSTRACT. It is proposed to supplement the critical level,
as used in ordinary significance testing, by a measureof the
magnitude of the departure of the observed set of data from
the hypothesis to be tested. This measure, which is called the
redundancy,appears in two versions, one microcanonical (or
combinatorial)and the other canonical (or parametrical). The
microcanonical redundancy is obtained by dividing minus
the logarithm of the critical level by the Boltzmann entropy of
the experiment and the canonical redundancy by dividing
minus the logarithm of the likelihood ratio by the Gibbsian
entropy. An approximation theorem shows that the former
may be approximated asymptotically by the latter. The
problem of calibrating the redundancyscale is discussed in
connection with a series of examples, and, finally, certain
considerations concerning the size of a statistical experiment
are given which are based on the redundancyrather than the
power function.
Key word:redundancy

the data simplybecausethe numberof observations
is so large.In such cases, we need insteada quantitative measureof the size of the discrepancybetween
the statisticalmodel and the observed set of data
which will allow us to decide whetherthis discrepancy, although highly significant, that is, not attributable to chance, is neverthelessso small that
the model must be consideredas providinga satisfactory approximatedescriptionof the data.
For certain special models or classes of models
various such measureshave indeed been introduced.
For instance, in an r x s contingencytable with a
total of n observations,the quantity
2

n (min(r, s) - 1)'
Introduction
In statistical practice, we are faced with the following dilemma. When the number of observations is
small, that is, when we have little information about
the random phenomenon that we are studying, we
easily get a positive result: this or that model fits
the data satisfactorily, whereas with large sets of
data our results are purely negative: no matter what
model we try, we are sure to find significant deviations which force us to reject it. Exceptions are perhaps afforded by randomizing machines specially devised for the purpose of producing random sampling
numbers. Even die casting leads to significant deviations from the hypothesis of equal probabilities for
the six faces if one is sufficiently persistent, like
Weldon with his 26 306 throws of 12 dice (see Fisher,

which has been normalizedso as to take its values
in the closed unit interval (see Cramer, 1945),
measures the deviation from the hypothesis of independence.But it is not at all clear that it is meaningful to comparethe values of this quantityfor different contingency tables on a common scale. In
fact, from the point of view adopted in the present
paper,this will turn out not to be the case. To make
different values of the mean square contingency
x2In comparable,it should instead be normalized
by dividingby twice the sum of the entropiesof the
marginaldistributionsof the contingencytable for
which it has been calculated.

Microcanonicalredundancy
Let X be a discrete sample space. By a statistic, I
shall understanda function t(x) which is defined
1925).
This indicatesthat for large sets of data it is too on X and takes its values in some discrete set T
destructiveto let an ordinary significancetest de- and which is such that the set Xt, which consists of
cide whetheror not to accept a proposed statistical all outcomes x such that t(x) = t, is finite for all
model, because,with few exceptions,we know that choices of t in T. The sets Xt were called isostatiswe shall have to reject it even without looking at tical regions by Fisher (1921). Let f(t) denote the
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number of elements in Xt, that is, the number of possible to reduce it to any other more basic or
outcomes x such that t(x) = t. In statisticalmechan- convincingprinciples.
ics, the function f(t) is called the microcanonical Accordingto the fundamentalprinciple,we should
partition function or, as in Khinchin (1949), the define the critical level by
structurefunction.Also, the uniformdistributionon
1
f(t')
xt,
XI g(u)

t
g(u)
f (t )-<f(t)

f(t(x,))<f (t)

Pt(x)= f(t) if t(x)=t,

otherwise,

0

is called the microcanonical distribution after Gibbs.

It is defined,of course, only if Xt is nonempty,that
is, if f(t) =4=0.
A statistical description of the outcome (or data)

and reject the hypothesisfor the outcome x on the
level e provided e(t(x)) s e. I have proposed to call
this test, which was introduced in Martin-Lbf
(1970), the exact test of a reductivehypothesissince
it is a generalformulationof the procedureused by
Fisher (1934) in his so-called exact treatmentof a
2 x 2 contingencytable.

x consists of the observedvalue of t(x) togetherwith
The statistical interpretation of the critical level is
the informationthat x can be consideredas drawn as usual that
at randomfrom the set Xt of all those outcomes x'
e(t(x)) is the probabilityof gettingan outcomewhich
for which t(x') = t = the observed value of t(x).
deviatesat least as much from the hypothesisas the
a
I
mean
hypothesis
By a (reductive) hypothesis,
observedoutcomex.
of the form

the data x can be describednot only by the statistic Here the probabilityis with respect to the microcanonical distribution determined by u = the observed value of u(x). However, in addition to the
Here u(t) is a function defined on T with values in statisticalinterpretation,the critical level allows an
some discrete set U. Now, suppose that the hypo- information theoretic interpretation which says that
thesis is true, that is, that x can be considered as
drawn at random from the set Xu,of all outcomes - log2s(t(x)) is the absolute decreasein the number
x' for which u(x') = u = the observed value of u(x). of binary units needed to specify the outcome x
when we take into account the regularitiesthat we
The correspondingmicrocanonicaldistributionis
detect by means of the exact test.
t(x) but already by the simpler statistic u(x) = u(t(x)).

[

pu(x) = j g(u)

10

if u(x)=u,

Let us namely order the g(u) outcomes x for which
u(x) = u according to their associated values of

otherwise.

f(t(x))

Hence, under the hypothesis, the distribution of
t(x) becomes
PU(t)=[g(t)

-<f(t(X2))

A*Jxl)

-s

---

if u(t) =u,

and give them binarycodes as follows

otherwise,

X1

X2

X3

X4

...

1

10

11

100

...

0

where, of course,
9(u) =

...

X2

X1L

Y f(t)

Then the length of the binary code of an outcome
x for which u(x) = u is at most roughly

u(t)=u

is the structurefunction determinedby the statistic
u(x) = u(t(x)).
I regard it as a fundamental principle that the

smallerthe numberf(t(x)) of outcomesis that realize
the observed value of t(x), the more does our observation x contradict the hypothesis that the statistic t(x) can be reduced to u(x) = u(t(x)). By fun-

damental principle, I mean that it does not seem
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log2
f(t(X'))'f

:

1 = log2
(t(x))

f(t').
A

f(t')<_f(t(X))

This should be comparedwith
log2 g(u)

which is roughly the number of binary units that
we need in generalto code an outcome x for which
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we only know that u(x) =u. Hence the (absolute) Table 1
decreaseis
f(t') = - log2
A

log2 g(u) - log2

1

2

Total

1

nll

n12

nl.

2

n2l

n22

n2.

n.I

n.2

n.. = n

c(t(X)).

f(t1)
< (tW))

It is hardlyastonishingthat for large sets of data, Total
that is, for large values of log2g(u), say of the order
of magnitude106, it will only very exceptionallybe
the case that - log2E(t(x)) <10 which is required
for acceptance of the hypothesis on the level of f(t)
significance0.001. This is remediedby considering,
instead of the critical level, the microcanonicalre- and
dundancy

log e(t)

R(t)

Iogg(u)

which is, of course, independentof the base of the
logarithms.Since

g(u)

< E(t) 1

_

n!
n!
n.2!
n.1!
nl.!n2.!

u(t) u
(

___

nil! n12' n2l! n22'

The hypothesisthat t(x) can be reduced to u(x)=
u(t(x)) is the usual hypothesis of independence.It
is rejected by the exact test if the hypergeometric
probability
1
f(t) n,.!n2.!n.1!n.2!
n!
g(u)
nil!n12!n2,! n22!

we have

is too small.
For Lange'sdataconcerningthe criminalityamong
the twin brothersor sistersof criminalsreproduced
with R(t) = 0 and 1 corresponding to e(t) =1 and in Table 2 taken from Fisher (1934), we get the
l/g(u), that is, perfectand worst possible fit, respec- values of f(t)/g(u) shown in Table 3 so that the
tively. The interpretationof the microcanonicalre- criticallevel becomes
dundancyis obtaineddirectlyfrom the information
13!18!
theoreticinterpretationof the criticallevel. Thus
e(t) = 308! . (1 + 102 + 476 + 2992) = 0.00054
R(t(x)) is the relative decrease in the number of
binaryunits needed to specify the outcome x when which is slightly largerthan Fisher'svalue since he
we take into account the regularitiesthat we detect neglected the term corresponding to nil = 0. The
by means of the exact test.
corresponding microcanonical redundancy is
0

s R(t) <

1

Example 1. 2 x 2 contingency table. Each of n R(t) =_-g(t)
= 0.20.
log g(u)
items is classified according to two dichotomous
properties so that the outcome of the whole exTable 2
perimentmay be representedin the form
x = ((2, 1), (1, 2), ..., (1, 1)).

The data are summarizedin the usual four fold
table shown in Table 1.
Put

Convicted

Not convicted

Total

Monozygotic
Dizygotic

10
2

3
15

13
17

Total

12

18

30

t(x) = (nl,, n12, n2l, n22)
Table 3

and
u(x) = u(t(x)) = (nr., n2., n.1, n.2)
= (nil +nl2, n2l +n22, nil + n2l, nl2 +n22).

Then

nil

fg(t)130!

8!

g(u) 13! 18!.

0

1

...

10

11

12

476

12376

...

2992

102

1
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Canonicalredundancy

t(x) = grad log 9(a)

We shall now assume that the statistict(x) takes its
valuesin Zr and that the sum

providedt(x) belongsto the range of gradlog 9p(a).

q(a)

ea t(x)

=-

t

-

The canonical or Gibbs entropy is the quantity

H(a) = Ea(- logPa(X)) = log q'(a)- a *m(a).

ea, f(t)

converges in the neighbourhoodof at least some
point a in R'. The parameter space A ' Rr is defined

Using it, we obtain the following simple expression
for the attainedmaximumvalue of the likelihood,

to be the largest open set on which the sum converges. The function p(a), which is the Laplace max pa(x) =

ed(t(x)) t(x)

=-

e- H(d(t(x)))

transform of f(t), is called the canonical partition

function.It is positive and analytic on A. For a in
A, the canonical distribution of x is defined by
I ea-t(x)
Pa(~XJ
=v(a)

assuming,of course, that x is such that t(x) belongs
to the domain of d(t).
We shall now turn to the problem of testing a
reductivehypothesisof the form
t(x) can be reduced to u(x) = u(t(x))

The induced canonical distributionof t(x) is then
clearly
pa(t)=- ea,t1
p(a)

and the first two momentsof t(x) are given by
m(a) = Ea(t) = grad log qp(a)

where u(t) is a homomorphism from

Zr

to Z-' with

p <r. Since a subgroup of a finitely generatedfree
abeliangroup is again free and has at most as many
generators (see Lang, 1965, p. 45), we can assume
that the homomorphismu(t) is actually onto ZP.
But then, after a change of basis in Zr, if necessary,
we can write
zr

= ZP X Z",

and
V(a)

= Vara(t)=

lg
(a'

/)

where q = r -p is the number of degrees of freedom

of the reduction,
t = (u, v)

Like any variancematrix, V(a) is positive definite,
and it is strictly positive definite if and only if the and assume that the homomorphismu(t) is simply
range of t(x) or, what amounts to the same, the the associated left projection (again, see Lang,
support of f(t) is not containedin a coset of a sub- 1965, p. 44).
group of Zr of lower dimension.Note that this is a
Partition the parameter vector a = (b, c) in the
condition which does not depend on a. By replac- same way as t = (u, v) so that a *t = b -u + c *v, and asing t(x) by t(x) - to and diminishing r, if necessary, sume that the parameterspace A contains at least
we can and shall in the following assume that this one point of the form (b, 0). Then the canonical
condition is fullfilled. It implies no restriction of distributionassociatedwith the statisticu(x) exists,
generality,becausethe passagefrom t(x) to t(x) -to
and the decrease of r does not alter the induced
Pb(X)= (b)ebu()
partitioningof the samplespace.
The function log p(a) is analytic and, under the
assumption just made, strictly convex. Therefore where
gradlog q(a) is one-to-one and analyticand has an
inverse d(t) which is defined and analytic on the ip(b)= , e' u(x) 2 eb- u(x)+O. v(x) = p(b, 0),
=

image of A under grad log p(a). d(x) = d(t(x)) is the
maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter a, be-

cause
log pa(x) = a *t(x) - log q(a)

is a strictlyconcave function of a which assumesits
uniquemaximumwhen
Scand I Statist 1
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and is obtained from the canonical distributionassociated with t(x) by putting c = 0. Hence the associated parameter space B consists of all those
values of b for which (b, 0) belongs to A. The condition
c =0
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will be referred to as the parametric specification of

Table 4

the hypothesis that t(x) can be reduced to u(x)=
u(t(x)).
The canonical redundancyis defined by
-H(a)

=
R(a
R(a) 1l-H(b(a),

0)

1

2

Total

1

Pit
P21

P12
P22

P

2

Total

P.1

P-2

p..

P2.

whereb(a) is the solution of the equation
P(m(b(a), 0)) = P(m(a)).

lower dimension,equality holds if and only if a is
of the form (b, 0). Finally, the inequality

Here P denotes the left projectionfrom RPx R" to R(a) < 1
R'. If we comparethis equationwith the maximum
likelihoodequationfor b underthe hypothesisc = 0, follows immediatelyfrom the fact that, under the
assumptionabout the supportof the structurefuncu = grad log tp(b)= grad log p(b, 0) = P(m(b, 0)),
tion, the distributionPa(X) is non degenerateso that
its entropysatisfies
we see that
H(a) > 0.
b(a) = b(P(m(a))).

Os R(a) < 1,

The canonical redundancyR(a) is a measure of
the deviationof the parametervector a = (b, c) from
the hypothesis c = 0. Its relation to the microcanonical redundancywill be establishedin the next
section.
Example I (continued). For a 2 x 2 contingency
table with probabilitiesas indicatedin Table 4, the
canonicalredundancywith respectto the hypothesis
of independencepu =p. p.j becomes

and, furthermore,

1

The domain of R(a) equals the domain of b(a) and
consists of all values of a in A for which P(m(a))
belongs to the domain of b(u). It is an open subset
of A which contains all points in A of the form
(b, 0), because, if a = (b, 0), then b(a) is clearly de-

fined and equal to b.
Wheneverdefined,R(a) satisfiesthe inequality

R(b,c) = 0 if and only if c = 0.
To see this, suppose that t and u belong to the domains of d(t) and b(u), respectively, where t = (u, v).

Then
H(d(t)) = min (log p(a) - a *t)
a

s min (log q7(b,0) - b *u) = H(b(u), 0).

H(pl, P12'P21,P22)
H(p1., P2.) + H(p.1, P.2)

where
n

Pilog Pi.

H(p1, ** Pn)=-2

Example 2. Multinomial distribution. The canonical redundancywith respect to the hypothesis
that all the multinomialprobabilitiesare equal,

b

Now, a belongs to the domain of R(a) if and only
if both m(a) and P(m(a)) belong to the domains of
d(t) and b(u), respectively.Hence we can put t=
m(a) in the above inequality, use the fact that
d(m(a)) = a, and conclude

H(a) < H(b(a),O),

Pi =P2 -=Pn=n n

becomes
H(pj9 .. IPn)
logn

that is,

which is the redundancyas defined by Shannon
(1948).
The likelihood ratio with respect to the hypo-

R(a) > 0.

thesis c = 0 is by definition
maxpb, o(x)

Since log p(a) - a* t is a strictly convex function of

a under the assumptionthat the structurefunction
f(t) is not concentratedon a coset of a subgroupof

A(x)=A~l(t(x))=

b
maxpa(x)
a

=

eH(d(t(x))) -

(b(u(G)). 0)
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assumingof course that t(x) and u(x) belong to the is the open interval from - oo to
domains of d(t) and b(u),respectively.It allows us
00 eU
to give the following simpleexpressionfor the value
of the canonical redundancyR(a) for the argument
u-l 3 ue- 8
a =a'(t),

U=[lje
u00 eu

R(d(t)) = 1

ee1+l

log A(t)

H(d(t))
H(b(u), 0)

H(b(u), 0)

Thus R(d(t))is -log A(t)normalizedby dividingby
the entropy H(b(u),0). Taylor expansion of log A(t)
=

+

whereasthe range of
P(m(a))

=

alog(b,c)

log A(u,v) in v around the point v = Q(m(b(u), 0)),

where Q denotes the right projectionfrom RP+ to
RI, yields
log A(t)=-

2

+ terms of third and higher order

is the open intervalfrom -oo to
00

eu

U=1 U1

where, using matrix notation and putting for brevity b = b(u),
X2 = (t

-

m(b,

0))' V(b, 0)-1(t- m(b, 0))

= (v - Qm(b, O))'QV(b, O)-1Q'(v - Qm(b, 0)).

Hence
R(a_t_X8___
=

R(a(t))

2H((u), 0)

+

terms of third and higher
order

the right end point being approachedwhen b and c
tend to - 1 and + oo, respectively. Hence there is
no solution b(a) to the equation
P(m(b(a), 0)) = P(m(a))

when the components b and c of the parameter
vector a = (b, c) are sufficiently close to -1 and
+ 00.

All exponentialfamiliesthat occurin practiceturn
which is a convenient formula to use for approxi- out to be such that the rangeof m(a)= grad log p(a),
mate computationof the redundancywhen the value which is always contained in the interior of the
of X2 is either known or easier to compute than convex support of f(t), actuallyequals it. As shown
H(d(t)).
by Barndorff-Nielsen(1970), this is equivalent to
If the structurefunctionf(t) is chosen in a patho- log p(a) being steep in his terminology.Now, suplogical way, it can actually happenthat the canon- pose that the family of canonical distributionsdeical redundancy R(a) is defined only on a proper terminedby u(x) satisfies this regularitycondition,
part of the parameterspace A. The following ex- that is, that b(u) is defined on the whole of the inample is due to Thomas H6glund. Take p = q =1 terior of the convexsupportof g(u) or, what amounts
and put
to the same,thatlog ip(b)= log q(b, 0) is steep (which,
in turn, is guaranteedby log 9p(a)being steep). Then
e
3]
if v<u and v=O or 1,
R(a) is defined on the whole of A, because for an
f(t) =A U, V) =
(u-v
arbitrarychoice of a in A,
otherwise.
O
m(a) belongs to the interior of the convex support
Then
of f(t)
q(a) = p(b, c) =

eu+f(u,

v)

U, V

=

2

$

(U=1 [u]

ebu (l?e b+c)
)

which impliesthat
P(m(a)) belongs to the interior of the convex support of g(u)

and the parameterspace A is the half plane deter-

which, in turn, impliesthat

mined by the inequalities b < -1 anid - oo < c < + oo.

b(a) = b(P(m(a))) is defined.

The range of
P(m(b, 0)) a log 97(b,0)
ab
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This argument, which is due to Ole BarndorffNielsen, shows that a counterexamplesuch as that
of Hoglund has to be pathological.
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meterspaceA containsat least one point of the form
(b, 0). Let Rj(t) denote the microcanonicalredundancy with respect to this hypothesisand Rj(a)
R(a) the correspondingcanonicalredundancy.

theorem
Approximation

In this section, we shall see that, in the case of a
large numberof independentrepetitionsof one and
the same experiment, the microcanonical redundancy may be approximatedby the canonical re- Theorem. As n oo,
dundancy evaluated for the maximum likelihood
estimateof the parameter.
Rn(t) = R(d(t/n)) + ? (
Considera sequenceof samplespaces
xX

X, =X,=Xx...

n)

uniformly when d(t/n) stays within a fixed compact
subset of the domain of R(a).

n

Proof. By definition,

and statistics

fn(u, v')
M

log
n

tn(xil .. ., Xn)=

t()

Rn(t) = RJ(u, V) =

where, as before, t(x) takes its values in Zr. Then,
with obvious notation,
fn(t) = fn*(t),

,,n(a) = 99(a)n

mn(a) = n *m(a),

Vn(a) = n *V(a),

Hn(a) = n *H(a),

dn(t)

=

log gn(u)

Y_

Mu(av'

fn(u , V') <fn(u , v)

6fj(u, v) (no. of v's such that fn(u, v)$0)

d(t/n).

en H(d(t n))1
en((l

=

fn(u. V')?fn(u, v)

The inequality
Mnu,v)6<

is trivial.The saddlepoint approximationgives

On the other hand, the parameterspace A is the
same regardlessof the value of n.
Assumethat the supportof the structurefunction
f(t) is not containedin a coset of a propersubgroup
of Zr. Note that this condition is strongerthan the
previous condition that the support of f(t) not be
containedin a coset of a subgroupof lower dimension, which is equivalentto V(a) being strictly positive definite. However, it clearly implies as little
restriction of generality. Under the stronger assumption, we have the following saddlepoint approximationof the structurefunction,
fn(t)

1

(2an)r2 Vdet V(a(t/n))

1 + 0(!

as n-+>oo

log fn(t)

nH(d(t/n)) + O(log n)

=

and
log gn(u) = nH(b(u/n), 0) + O(log n)
as n - oo uniformly when d(t/n) and b(u/n) belong

to compact subsets of A and B, respectively.Hence
both of these asymptoticrelationshold when d(t/n)
stays withina compactsubsetof the domainof R(a).
It remains to estimate the size of the support of
fn(u, v) regardedas a function of v. By assumption,
the parameterspace A contains at least one point
of the form (b, 0). But then, being open, it contains
all of the 2q points (b, ej) and (b, -ej) for j = 1, ..., q

where
uniformlyas long as d(t/n) stays within a fixed compact subset of the parameterspace A. For a proof,
see Martin-Lof(1970).
We shall be concerned with a reductive hypothesis of the form
tn(xi, ..., xn) can be reduced to u(tn(xv, ..., xn))
n
= 7

e; = (O, ..,

f=1

where u(t) is a homomorphismfrom Zr -ZP+ onto
Z- which we may assume to be simply the left projection. The parametricspecificationof the hypothesis is then c = 0, assumingof coursethat the para-

0

)

jth place
provided e is a sufficientlysmall positive number.
The trivialinequality
f.(u,

u(t(Xi))

..

v).ebu+c

v <

q9(b, c)n

implies that, if fn(u, v) *0, then
eb u+c v < go,

c)n

Applying this to c = ej and - ej, we can conclude
that, if fn(u, v) +0, then
Scand I Statist I
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Table 5
Redundancy

Fit

p

1
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.0001

Worst possible
Very bad
Bad
Good
Very good

0.000
0.316
0.441
0.482
0.494

-

- (log qp(b, - *) - b n < vi

1.000
0.684
0.559

0.518
0.506

(log 99(b, e) - b -

for j = 1, ..., q where v = (v1, ...,vq). Hence the num-

ber of points in the support of f(u, v) regardedas
a function of v is O(nQ)provided u/n is bounded as
it is if b(u/n)belongsto a compactsubsetof B which,
in turn, is guaranteedby the assumptionthat a(t/n)
belongs to a compact subset of the domain of R(a).
Summingup,
=1
Rn(t)

H(d(t/n))
Olog n
+01
n/
H(b(u/n), 0)

as was to be proved.
That the error term is best possible can be seen
by consideringthe hypothesisthat a binomialprobabilityp = 1/2, becausethen
Rn(t)= 1 --log,2
nl

R(p)

= 1 -(

-p

1og2

t

p -(1

( ,
-p) log2 (1 -p)),

and a simple calculation shows that RJ(t) - R(t/n) =
log2 n/2n + 0(1/n) when tln is bounded away from
0, 1/2 and 1.
Example I (continued). For Lange's data, the

binary units needed to specify the given set of data
when we take into account the regularitiesthat we
detect by means of the exact test..Being the relative
decrease of something, the redundancy takes its
values in the closed unit interval.
We shall now turn to the problem of giving a
qualitative interpretationof the various quantitativevaluesof theredundancy.Thisis a problemwhich
is similarin natureto the problemri
of whereto write
very cold, cold, cool, mild, warm, hot, etc. along an
ordinarythermometerscale. In both cases, the solution has to be found through case studies. Table 5
contains for certainvalues of the redundancy,which
are taken to be negativepowersof ten, my proposed
qualitativeinterpretationand also, in the last column, the values of a binomial probabilityp that
produce the redundancyin question with respect
to the hypothesisp = 1/2. Thus the last column is a
table of the inverseof the function
R(p) = 1 - ( -p

1og2 p - (1

-p) log2 (1 -p)).

The qualitativescale is admittedlytentative and
needs to be corroboratedby further case studies,
but it is not as arbitraryas it may seem. So much
is clear already from the few examplesconsidered
below, that it would be too liberal to admit a redundancyof 0.01 as good and that, in the other direction, if only redundanciesof at most 0.0001 were
acceptedas good, then statisticalinferencefor large
data sets would become almost wholly impossible.
That is, we would be able to fit statistical models
only to very exceptional kinds of data, obtained,
say, by coin tossing, die casting or observing a
randomizingmachine.
Example 2 (continued). Consider an English text

without spaces and punctuationmarks.If the text is
long, consisting of 10000 letters, say, we obtain
for the redundancywith respect to the hypothesis
canonical redundancycomputed for the maximum of completerandomness
likelihood estimates of the parametersequals 0.17
1 P log P---PZ
Pa.. -) log p
1- Pa
Z=0.12
which should be compared with the value of the
log 26
microcanonicalredundancywhich was foundearlier
to be 0.20. Thus the agreementis good even in this where Pa, ...,zP are the relative frequencies of the
rather unfavourable case, especially as we shall letters a, ..., z. This corresponds to a very bad fit
only be interestedin the order of magnitudeof the on the proposedqualitativescale.
redundancy.
Example3. Outof 88 273 childrenborn in Sweden
in 1935, 45 682 were boys (see Cramer, 1945). The
relativefrequencyof boys equals 0.5175 and differs
Calibrationof the redundancyscale
of course highly significantlyfrom 0.5. However,
The redundancyenables us to measure quantita- the redundancywith respect to the hypothesisof
tively the discrepancybetween a statistical hypo- equal probabilitiesfor boys and girls is only 0.0009
thesis and a given set of data on an absolute scale. which correspondsto the value good on the qualitaThat is, whatevermodel and reductive hypothesis tive scale.
we consider,the interpretationof the redundancyis
Example4. Test of independencein a 4 x 5 conthe same:it is the relativedecreasein the numberof tingency table showing the distribution of 25 263
Scand J Statist I
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married couples according to annual income and
number of children (see Cramer, 1945) gives x2=
568.5 for 12 degreesof freedom,indicatinga highly
significant deviation. The corresponding redundancy, obtained by dividing the mean square contingency by twice the sum of the entropies of the
marginaldistributions,equals 0.005 which is a bit
higherthan one would be willing to accept.
Example5. The distributionof the head hair and
eyebrowcolours(lightor red versusdarkor medium)
of 46 542 Swedishconscriptsis shownin a 2 x 2 contingency table in Cramer (1945). X2= 19 288 for 1
degree of freedom so that the deviation is highly
significant. The correspondingredundancyis 0.17
indicatinga very high degreepf association.
Example6. Weldon'sdice data (see Fisher, 1925).
12 dice werethrown26 306 timesand,in each throw,
the numberof dice scoring 5 or 6 was recorded.Let
pi denote the probabilityof exactly i dice scoring
5 or 6. The first hypothesisis that
Pi(2

Pi(l

i=0, 1, ..., 12,

_p)12-,

for some p, giving x2 = 13.2 for 11 degreesof freedom. Thus there is no significantdeviationand no
need to compute the redundancy.With respect to
the secondhypothesis,namely,that thediceare true,
p=1/3

we get X2=27.1 for 1 degree of freedom which is
highly significant.The correspondingredundancyis
neverthelessas small as

in Sweden during the period in question. Assume
that thenumberof accidentsinvolvinginjuredpeople
and reportedby the police year i and day j follows
a Poisson distributionwith mean value Aij and that
the differentaccidentnumbersare independent.The
test of the hypothesis
AiJ = ai fjkij,

where kij is the speed limit year i and day j, gives
for the Swedish accident data (see Jonrup &
Svensson, 1971) X2=565 with 446 degrees of freedom, indicatinga highly significantdeviationfrom
the hypothesis.Thecorrespondingredundancyequals
0.0038 and falls betweengood and bad on the proposed qualitativescale. Also, the test of the hypothesis that there are no effects of the speed limits,
flik =

f

yields X2= 85 for 9 degrees of freedom which is
again highly significant,but the redundancyis now
only 0.0006. Thus the effects of the speed limits are
almost drownedby the bad fit of the model.
Example 9. Wilson's model. The Stockholm region has been dividedinto 41 districtsand for each
of 407 063 personsliving and workingin the region
has it beenrecordedin whichdistrictthe personlives
and in which districthe works. Thus the data(from
Marksjo, 1970) appear in the form of a quadratic
contingencytable. Let Pi0 be the probabilitythat a
person lives in districti and worksin districtj, and
assume the different persons to be independent.
The hypothesisto be tested is that
Pti = %iAflyCij

27.1

where cij is the cost of transportationfrom district
i to districtj. This model has been proposed by
Wilson (1967). For his data, Marksjo obtained x2/
whichfalls well below the value correspondingto a degreesof freedom= 16.4 which is of course highly
very good fit on the proposed redundancyscale. significant. However, because of the very large
The relativefrequencyof dice scoring 5 or 6 equals number of observations,the redundancyis still as
low as 0.0041, a value which falls betweengood and
0.3377 and is hence very close to 0.3333 ...
Example7. Testingindependenceof sex and hair bad on the proposed qualitative scale and corcolour in the 2 x 5 contingencytable reproducedby responds to a deviation of a binomial probability
Fisher (1925) (Tocher'sdata) gives X2 10.48 for 4 from 0.5 by the amount0.04. On the otherhand, the
degrees of freedom which correspondsto a critical hypothesis
level between0.02 and 0.05 (almost significancein
= I
Cramer'sterminology).The numberof observations y
is 3 883 and this makes the redundancyas low as of no sensitivityto the cost of transportationleads
0.0007 which corresponds to a good fit on the to the redundancy0.024 which is six times as high
qualitativescale.
and worse than bad on the qualitativescale.
Example 8. Traffic accidents. Let the index i
range over the years 1961, ..., 1966, the index i over
92 consecutive days from the end of May till the Criticalsize of an experiment
end of August and the index k over the speedlimits The following procedure for testing a (reductive)
90 km/hr, 100km/hr and free speed that were tried statistical hypothesis is suggested. To begin with,
2 - 26306 12. log,6

=

0.000024
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uniformlywhen b(u/n) stays within a compact subset of B. Neglecting the error term, the above inequalityis then transformedinto itheinequality

critical
level

n>

~~

1

QH(b(uln), O)

accept

reje ec

nol logg

1

og E

which allows us to determinethe numberof observations that we have to make in order to be sure that
an observedredundancy> e is significant.See Fig. 1.
Example 10. Supposethat we wantto test whether
a coin can be regardedas ideal by tossing it n times.
Then gj(u) = 2' so that the above inequalityspecializes to
1
1
n> log-.
e
plog2

Fig. 1

>e,
R(t).
levele(t) If
wheree is
compute the critical
the level of significance,we accept the hypothesis.
If 6(t) ?6, we compute in addition the (microcanonical) redundancy

RO log 6(t)
R()=log g(u)

E =0.01 and e = 0.001 we get n >
6 644 which is roughly the number of times that
we have to toss the coin in order to be able to detect substantial deviations from the hypothesis of
equal probabilitiesfor head and tail.

In particular, for

and check whetherR(t) <e or R(t) > e wheree is the
limnitof the redundanciesthat we are willing to References
tolerate. If R(t) <n, we accept the model although Barndorff-Nielsen, 0. (1970). Exponential families. Exact
the observed deviation is significant because we
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g(u)>

hasto be so bigthat
theexperiment
(I-

or, equivalently,
log g(u) >- log-.
6
e

Indeed, the inequality R(t) > e is equivalent to
6(t) <g(u)-e and, to be sure that the probabilityof
this event is < , we have to have g(u)-Q < e which is
equivalent to the inequality above. Note that the
expression(lIQ)log (1/e) is much more sensitive to
changesin e than changesin 6.
In the special case of n independentrepetitionsof
one and the same experiment,the saddle point approximationgives
log g.(u) = nH(b(u/n), 0) + O(log n)
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DISCUSSION
The previouspaperwas presentedat the Conference Table 1
on FoundationalQuestionsin StatisticalInference,
held at the Department of Theoretical Statistics,
of
Aarhus University,May 7-12, 1973.After the pres- No.
children
entation of the paper,the following discussiontook
place.
F. Abildgard(Copenhagen;speciallyinvited contribution): I think that is is wellknownto everybody
that testing in large sets of data almost alwaysprovides significant deviations from the hypothesis,
whetherthis is a model or e.g. some sort of homogeneity. In any case this is wellknownfrom the literature and to those doing practiceit is also wellknown from their daily life. The questionto be discussed here is which conclusions should be drawn
from this experience.
It is clear from the paper and the lecturewe have
just heard what is Martin-Lof'sconclusion. This is
already stated on page 3 in the paper: "In such
cases we need instead(of the classicaltests) a quantitative measure of the size of the discrepancybetween the statisticalmodel and the observedset of
data which will allow us to decidewhetherthis discrepancy, although highly significant,that is, not
attributableto chance, is neverthelessso small that
the model must be consideredas providinga satisfactoryapproximatedescriptionof the data."
Martin-Lof'sanswerto this needis the measureof
redundancywe have now heard about. This proposal may be evaluated from different points of
view. As far as I am able to follow the mathematics I enjoy it very much as a stimulatingcontribution to the theory of statistics.At the same time the
exposition is at such a level of clarity that I find it
difficult to point out problems for discussion on
the purely technical or mathematicalaspect of the
paper.
But there is anotheraspect of the idea of testing
on the basis of the measure of redundancywhich
shouldbe scrutinized,namelythe resultswhichcome
out. Let us to this end regarde.g. Example4 in the
paper: The data concern the distributionof married couples according to number of children in
different income groups, and Karl Pearson's classical X2-testyields a highly significantdeviationbetween these distributions.On the other hand the
redundancy"equals0.005 which is a bit higherthan
one would be willing to accept". I looked up the
referencein Cramer'sbook, and found Table 1.
Inspectionof the relativedistributionsin Table 1
reveals an obvious, systematictrend towards fewer
children in families with high income. I had the
impression that this example was meant as an il-

Income, Sw. kr. x 10-3
0-1

0
1
2
3
>4

35
45
15
4
1

E

100

n

6 116

2-3

1-2
33
47
16
4
1
101

10 928

3-

42
43
12
2
1
100

5 173

54
35
10
1
1
101

3 046

lustrationof an unjustifiedsignificancecaused by a
large n. I think the example is better suited to illustrate the claim that one should study the structure of the data beforeputtingmodelreducinghypotheses forwardfor testing.
Of course there are many situations where one
feels that the deviation between the model and the
data even if it is highly significantis statisticallyirrelevant and only causes trouble. Let us consider
another example. It is wellknown from statistical
textbooks how one can test the linearity of the regressionof X on z by means of the statistic
2
2'

F

Si

2

52

1
S1
n. - k
=k

2k-2i

i;
ni(Xs. - a - bzi)'.

Under Ho: $i = a + flzi F will follow the F-distribu-

tion. It is also wellknown to everybody in this
audiencethat this test has nothing at all to do with
linearity.So it is easy to constructexampleswherea
perfect linearity leads to highly significant F-statistics, namely by decreasings2. It is also easy to
construct examplesto the opposite effect e.g. with
clearly curved mean structure but with sL sufficientlylarge.
I have the impressionthat the first one of these
two possibilitiesin principleis of the same nature
as, and even may be consideredas a generalization
of the problemwith large sets of data dealt with by
Martin-Lof.The essentialproblemis that the "precision" of the data may be too high comparedto the
precisionwith which the data fit the model. Sometimes this damaginglyhigh precisionis providedby
means of a largeset of observations.What do we do
Scand J Statist 1
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with this problem in the regressioncase. The usual
way to remedythe bad fit is by introducinga model
of iteratedsampling.In this house this is called the
JOK-principle.The idea is that you have a model
until you choose a new one. Here you choose a new
model in which the $'s are considered stochastic
with their own variance.This is a generallyaccepted
approachand it may well be worth-whileto consider
its use also in the cases discussedby Martin-Lof.
One may ask why one shall choose a new model
e.g. in the regressionexampleabove. Of course not
for the purpose of describingthe data. They are already satisfactorilydescribedby the graphical display of the observations.This is a perfectreduction
of the data. One may, however,be interestedin testing a certain position of the regressionline or in
comparingtwo regressionlines. In these cases one
needs a model that fits and may use a model with
iterated sampling. What is said by this is merely
that the methods of theoretical statistics do not
provide tools that are suitable for discoveringthe
structure and essential features of the data. Their
applicationlies in two other functions.
The first is that statisticalmodels sometimesmay
be used for obtaininga more comprehensivepicture
of the structureof the data than can be obtained
by other means. The second functionis that the appropriate application of statistical methods may
safeguardagainst overinterpretingthe tendenciesof
the data. In vulgar language one may say that the
statistical methods tell whether or not this or that
feature of the data is likely to reproduceif the observationis repeated.
The next question is why I seem to preferthe application of e.g. models with iterated sampling to
inferenceof Martin-Lbf'stype when describingdata
and testing. First of all I must admit, referringto a
remark on page 5 in the paper, that it actually is
astonishing to me "that for large sets of data ... it

will only very exceptionallybe the case that -log2
e(t(x)) < 10"if you have a seriousbeliefin the model
on trial.
But there is also another thing, namely that I
still seem to retain some sentimentalfeelings for
classical significancetesting.I think these are closely related to the second of the two above-mentioned functionsof statistics:the distinctionbetween
those features of the data which should be considered incidental and those which one would bet
will occur again if the experimentis repeated,even
if factorsnot enteringinto the structureare changed.
My feeling is that this purpose is in some way or
anothermuch better achievedby means of classical
testing proceduresthan e.g. by means of MartinLof's method based on the redundancymeasure.
I happen to have some experiencefrom work in
Scand J Statist 1

two of the fields mentionedin Martin-L6f'sexamples: trafficaccidents underspeedlimits(Example8)
and traffic modelling (Example 9). In both cases I
got the same result as Martin-Lof: an extremely
bad fit with the first model I tried. In both cases I
drew the conclusion that the data contained something not contained in the model, and that this
somethinghad somethingto do with inhomogeneities, and that the apparent struc:turemight be influenced by factors not controlled by the data, so
that I really would hesitate to bet even one penny
on the reliabilityor reproductivenessof this structure. ConsequentlyI started to search for factors
generatingsuch inhomogeneities.This work is not
yet finished but it has up till now in both cases resulted in the discovery of a factor which seems to
be of importancefor the descriptionof the data. In
the traffic accident case one obtains a highly improved fit by means of splitting the accidents according to part-combinations(e.g. single driver's
accidents, collissions between two driversin crossroads). In the trafficmodel examplethe trick seems
to be to split the total frequencymatrix according
to different categories of travellers,e.g. according
to trade,appointment,and income.
The main trait in the argumenthere, however, is
not how to split or accordingto what, but the idea
that if you, by means of splittingthe data and thereby in some sense making the model more detailed
and complex, have obtained a satisfactory fit in
classical terms, you feel that you have finished the
descriptionand got to the bottom of the data.
In cases where one is preventedfrom tracing the
fundamentalstructurein this way e.g. due to certain
limitations in the data the question arises whether
to use Martin-Lof'sredundancymeasure, models
with iterated sampling, or simply to abstain from
reducingthe data and drawingfurtherconclusions.
One reason for preferringthe last possibilityis that
the uncontrolled factors producing inhomogeneities may act in the data in such.a way that they
guide your conclusionsin a way you are unable to
observe.
Even if I in principleagree with the idea that the
proposed qualitativescale for the evaluationof the
redundancymeasure(cf. p. 10) as well as the entire
idea of using such a measurein statisticalinference
need to be corroboratedby furthercase studies, it
is not at all clear to me what this means in practice
and I am afraidthat I see problemsin this, possibly
even more than the author does. 'Forthe moment I
shall consider a bad fit as indicating that one has
not finishedthe investigationand the researchwork
must proceed. And that you must be most hesitating and make all reservationswhen drawing conclusions.
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(These considerationsalso seem to apply to the
social sciences.)
A. P. Dempster(HarvardUniversity): Martin-Lof
has shown in detail how the results of traditional
tail area testing at a fixed size s diverge from the
results of redundancytesting at a fixed level e as
sample size increases,suggestingthat the latter may
sometimesbe more reasonablewith large data sets
when tail area tests are almost certain to reject.
Anotherkind of test whichis knownto accept much
more often in large samplesthan does the traditional test is the straightforwardBayesian procedure
which rejectswhere the posteriorprobabilityof the
null hypothesis is less than some small value 6.
This procedurerequiresspecificationof prior probabilities of null and alternative hypotheses, and
genuine prior densities over the parameterswithin
the null and alternativehypotheses. I wish to ask
Martin-Lof:what is the relativebehaviouras sample
size increases of redundancytesting and Bayesian
testing with fixed prior distribution?Or, put differently,how must the Bayesianlet his prior distribution change as sample size increasesin order to
reproducethe resultsof redundancytesting?
D. Basu (Indian StatisticalInstitute):That classical
null-hypothesistestings and Bayesianismdo not go
well togetheris seen from the following simple example. For furthercommentson this see section 11
of my essay on likelihood.
Suppose n independentobservationson a variable X - N(O,1) with the null-hypothesisHo =Hyp
(0 = 0) yield the 'highly significant'mean observation X(=) 3/. With a uniformprior for 0 over a
reasonableinterval around the origin, a Bayesian
will then work out the posterior distributionfor 0
as N(3/IFi, 1/IIG).(A fiducialist or structuralprobabilist will arrive at the same distributionfor 0.) If
we denote by H* the composite hypothesis -1/
10<0 <1/10, then a Bayesian will work out the
posteriorprobabilityof Ho as
Pr (

-

\10

- 3 <N(0,

1)<nlo-

10

3)/

Note that the above is less than 0.025 if n = 100but
is greaterthan 0.999 if n = 10 000.

importanceof the magnitudeof departuresis normally required;Newton's law of gravitationis an
often-quotedexample. The present very interesting
paper provides a measure of importanceof departures that does not involve considerationsoutside
the null hypothesis itself. A crucial question is
whether such external considerationscan really be
avoided.
(ii) Following Professor Barnard, significance
tests can be classifiedaccordingas they
(a) involve explicit probabilisticallyformulated
alternatives,as in Neyman-Pearsontheory;
(b) are "simple"tests, in which a test statistic is
defined measuring departuresfrom the null hypothesis, and the tail area of its null hypothesisdistribution calculated;
(c) are "absolute"tests, in which, as in the present paper the ordinates of the distributionunder
the null hypothesisdefine the test statistic.
Is (c) really a viable idea, independentlyof some
considerationsof type (b)? If, as in some permutation tests, the ordinate varies irregularlywith a
"natural" test statistic, would one sum over all
points with small ordinates?
(iii) The denominatorof Dr Martin-Lof'sratio
seems especially sensitive to the precise definition
of the data. For example, if x were supplemented
by binarynoise, s would be unaffected,but not R.
A. W. F. Edwards(CambridgeUniversity):I do not
myself accept the notion of an absolutemeasureof
goodness-of-fit,and thereforeI am not worried by
preciselythis problem.However, if one uses a relative measure,such as the supportor log-likelihood,
one has a comparablesituationin which two hypotheses, hardly distinguishablefrom one another,
differ enormouslyin the support they attract, owing to the great size of the data.
A parallelargumentto yours would then say that
such a small differencebetween hypothesesshould
not 'matter' because taking the better hypothesis
makes a relatively negligible contribution to 'explaining'the data (in the information-theorysense).
But surely in science we are frequentlyconcerned
with such hypotheses,that requireextensiveexperiments or series of observationsto put them to the
test. For example, atmospheric tides have been
demonstratedfrom very long series of barometric
observations. Your test would dismiss the tides as
making a negligible contributionto explainingthe
daily variationin atmosphericpressure.But surely
that was not the point.

D. R. Cox (Imperial College): (i) Significant 'rejection' of a null hypothesis means that the data
are inconsistent with that hypothesis and provide
evidenceof the directionof departure.This is quite D. A. Sprott (University of Waterloo): Other disa differentissue from whetherto procede with the cussants have pointed out the necessityof examinhypothesis,for which considerationof the practical ing the sources and possible reasons for departures
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of the data, however numerous, from the model,
particularlyin sciencesin which reproduciblemeasurementscan be taken under controlledexperimental conditions.It is interestingin this regardto draw
attention to a brief, somewhat critical, paper by
R. A. Fisher (1943) entitled"Note on Dr Berkson's
criticism of tests of significance".In it he quotes
Dr Berkson as saying of the results of a genetics
experimentthat the line is as straightas any in biology. Fisher states that this attitude, in respect of
the particular genetics example cited, would have
precludedfinding an importantfact. Or, that if the
deviation could be due to an error in experimental
technique,this error would never be uncovered,as
the ignoring of the results of the significancetest
essentiallydenies the existenceof such an error.

true, however, that "significant"in its technical
sense does not necessarilymean "important".This
paper, it seems to me, is concernedwith the more
difficult problem of assessing when the data indicate that the departuresfrom the specified model
are important.But, what is an importantdeparture
depends critically on the type of model being consideredand more specificallyon the use to be made
of the model. It would seem, therefore, that any
calibration of the redundancyscale should depend
on these factors and specificallyon the size of the
deviations from the proposed model which are
deemedto be important.

G. Rasch (Universityof Copenhagen):Let me first
put a technical question to the speaker: From the
approximationon only the exponential family of
G. A. Barnard (Universityof Essex): Since everyone distributions was considered. It certainly offers
so far has been critical of Martin-Lbf'sproposal, I facilities that follow from the additivityof the relewould like to say something in support. The fact vant statistics,but is that quiteclecisive?Are similar
is, that when we use tests like x2 we are using resultsavailablefor other types of distributions?
Next I wish to make it quite explicit, that the
"blunderbuss"procedureswhich are almost always
capable of refinement if we take more thought. reason for using both significanceand redundancy
Nonetheless the X2test remains a very useful tool lies in the contention that every model is basically
for statisticianswho may not be able to give all wrong,i.e. it is bound to fail, given enough data.
When you are in the possession of a set of data
sets of data the individualtreatmentthey ought to
receive. Similarlythe redundancymay be regarded you may then either be in the position that your
as a "blunderbuss"procedureto check against re- significance test tells you that the model fails, or
you may not have got enough observationsfor that
jection when the model gives fair approximatefit.
For these reasons I see this procedure as po- purpose. In the latter case you cannotyet rejectthe
tentially very useful for social science application, model on statistical grounds--which of course
should not be construedas mearninrg
that you really
though less useful for physicists.
I wonder whetherthere could be any "partition- acceptit. In the formercase you have to realizethat
ing" of R, to correspondwith the partitioningof the model fails-and I have no sympathy for relaxing the significancerequirementfor the reason
that the data are substantialenough to show it0. Barndorff-Nielsen (AarhusUniversity):Tying up but that does not mean that the model is too bad
with some of the previous remarks, and with re- to be appliedin the actual case.
To take a parallel from elementaryphysics: A
gard to the questionof what discrepanciesto expect
between model and data for large data sets, I wish "mathematicalpendulum"is defined as "a heavy
to draw attention to a paper by Berkson (1966) in point, swingingfrictionlessin a weightlessstringin
which he examinesthe fit to the Poisson hypothesis vacuum". A contraptionlike that was never seen;
for a series of 10 220 observationsof waiting times thus as a model for the motion of a real pendulum
for a-particle emissions. Berkson found excellent it is "unrealistic".Notwithstanding,it works quite
agreementbetweenthe data and the Poisson model well for a short time interval,but it begins soon to
show a systematicdecreaseof the oscillation angle.
as judged by usual X2and dispersionindex tests.
To the model-a second order differentialequation
J. D. Kalbfleisch (The State Universityof New York -thus requiringan amendment,a friction term is
at Buffalo): My remarksare closely related to the added, and now it works perfectly well for a long
comments of some of the previous discussants.A time, even duringa few days,untilanothersystematic
significancetest answersthe question "Are the ob- deviationshows. If needed, a furthercorrection,for
servedobservationssignificantlydifferentfrom those air resistance,say, should be attempted-but as a
that are expectedunder the hypothesis?"where the matter of fact, this is not needed, because it has
word significantlyhas a well definedtechnicalmean- worked well enough for the purpose of the geoing. As such it is reasonableto form an absolute physicist, which was to measure the gravity concalibration of the significancescale. It is certainly stant ("g") with 7 decimalplaces!
2?
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It is exactlyat this point Martin-Lof'sredundancy
sets in: the model fails-that being demonstrated
by some significancetest-but does it matter for
its purposes?
Taking his cue fromInformationTheory,MartinLof uses the redundancy,as theredefined,for measuring the deviation of the model from the data, in
the sense of determiningthe relativedecreaseof the
amount of informationin the data whichis caused
by the departurefrom the null hypothesis.
Taken literally,the redundancyas a tool may be
a rathergross evaluationof the loss sufferedby replacingthe data by the model. Even if it seemssmall
theparts lost may effect some of the use of the model
quite appreciably.Thereforeit may be necessaryto
undertake a careful analysis in order to localise
the losses and considerwhat to do about them.
In this connectionI may touch upon Weldonsdice
throwingexperimentwith a redundancyof 0.000024.
But whatif we on severalrepetitionsfound the same
result and it turned out, that the deviations of the
observeddistributionsfrom the model distributions
persistedin the same parts of them?
I do not know of any repetitionof the experiment,
neither of any detailedreport on fractions of it as
they were produced during some years, but I do
happen to know (see Steffensen, 1923) that in a
similar case the deviationswere taken sufficiently
seriously by statisticians to attempt fitting them
with a numberof alternativedistributions,any particularjustificationof which I do not recall having
seen.
Let me end up with the scale of redundancies
presentedby the speaker.It did leave me with the
notion of new horrors of conventional limits! In
this connectionwe may, however,have a chance of
doing it more rationally by analyzingjust which
sort of damage and how much of it is invokedby
using the model for specifiedpurposes.
I do look forwardto the contributionof the redundancyconcept to articulatingmy vague thesis,
that we should never succumb to the illusion that
any of our models are correct, but we should certainly aim at making them adequatefor our purposes

-the redundancypossibly being a useful measuring instrumentin that connection.
Author's reply: Dempster asks how the Bayesian
would have to let his prior distributionchange as
sample size increasesin order to reproducethe results of redundancytesting. I do not know exactly
how, but it is clear that the change would have to
be quite drastic.It would probablybe more reasonable to ask how he would have to change his 5 in
orderto reproducethe resultsin question.
It is true that the definition of the redundancy
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involves no power function considerations,but I
cannot agreewith Cox that it involvesno considerations at all outside the null hypothesis itself. The
null hypothesisasserts that the data x can be described by the statisticu(x), and we are testing this
hypothesis against the alternativedeterminedby a
statistict(x) throughwhich u(x) factors, so that we
may write u(x) = u(t(x)).

Cox also asks if it is a viable idea to let the ordinate of the distributionof t under the null hypothesis define the test statistic even if this distribution variesirregularly.As a typicalexample,we may
consider the hypothesisof absence of a trend in a
permutation xl, ..., xn of the integers 1, ..., n. The

statistic
n

>j ixi

t

has a distributionwhich, although asymptotically
normal, variesirregularlyfor moderatevalues of n.
See Fig. 16.1 on p. 398 of Kendall (1943), where it
is plotted for n = 8. The exact (or, in Cox's terminology, absolute)test rejectsif
f(t)
n!
is too small wheref(t) is the number of permutations with En ixi = t. In this particular example,
Cox's question is whether the test statisticf(t)/n!
might not be unnaturalcomparedwith one like
|

n(n

4

1)2|

which measuresthe deviation of t from the mean
value of its (symmetrical)distribution under the
null hypothesis. Now, in the extreme case when
f(t) = 0, the hypothesisshould no doubt be rejected
even if the value of t falls close to the center of its
distributionunder the null hypothesis. And there
seems to me to be a differencenot of substance
but merely of degree between f(t) actually vanishing and f(t) being very small. Thus I think that
it is in agreementwith intuitionthat the exact test
rejectsthe hypothesis iff(t) is sufficientlysmallirrespectiveof the numericalvalue of t.
Finally,Cox points out that, if we supplementour
outcome x by n digits of binary noise, then the
microcanonicalredundancychangesfrom
log E(t)
log g(u)

to -

log E(t)
logg_u___n_log_
g(u) + n log 2
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and the canonicalredundancyfrom
H(b(a), 0) - H(a)
H(b(a), 0) - H(a)
_to
H(b(a), 0)
H(b(a), 0) + n log 2

Thus the denominatoris very sensitive to the precise definition of the data. However, this seems to
be unavoidablefor a quantity which, like the redundancy, attempts to measure the overall discrepancy between the hypothesisand the observed
set of data. Indeed, if we supplementthe data by
perfectbinarynoise, then the overallfit is improved
and becomes perfect in the limit when the amount
of noise increasesindefinitely.
The difficultythat Cox points out in his last remark is more acute in the case of continuousdistributions, for which the choice of the class width is
to some extent arbitrary.Suppose,for example,that
xi, ..., xn is a sample from a normal distribution
with mean value ,u and unknown variance a2 and
that we want to test the hypothesis It = 0. The en-

tropy of a discretizednormal distributionwith respect to the naturallogarithmbase equals

~~~h

where h is the class width. Hence the canonical
redundancy,evaluatedfor the maximumlikelihood
estimatesof the parameters,equals

16

j(1 -:.log 2nz)+ log h?
h

where
n

1

and (X

(1 -R13)

= (1 -R12)

(1 - R23)

or
R13 = R12 +R23 -R12R23,

the last term being negligible if R12 and R23 are
both small. Thus, in a sequence of reductions,the
values of 1 - R multiply. By the approximation
theorem, the same relation holds approximately
(though not exactly) for the microcanonicalredundancies. Note that the above relation between the
redundanciesin a chain of reductions implies, in
particular,that
R13 > max (R12,R23).

a
'(I2 +log 2r) +logh
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partitioningof x2. Indeed, there is. Considerfirst a
reductionfrom a statistic t1 to t2 and then a subsequentreductionfrom t2 to t3. Let the corresponding canonicalredundanciesbe denoted R12 and R23,
respectively.Also, let R13 be the canonical redundancy with respectto the compositereductionfrom
t1 to t3. Then it follows immediatelyfrom the definition of the canonicalredundancythat

n

(i-x2

Hence, if the redundancyin any one of the links of
a chain of reductionsexceeds a critical value e, so
does the redundancyof the composite reduction.
Comparethis with ordinarysignificancetesting on
a fixed level s which may very well lead us to reject the reductionfrom t1 to t2 or from r2 to t3 but
accept the compositereductionfrom t1 to t3.
Rasch points out that, while the microcanonical
redundancyis defined quite generallyfor reductive
hypotheses,the canonicalredundancyis definedand
the approximationtheorem proved for exponential
families only, and he asks if similar results are
available for other types of distributions.Not so
far, but on the other hand the limitation to the exponential family (or, equivalently,to additive statistics)is only dictatedby the fact that it coversmost
applications and is the only class of distributions
for which the necessary analytical machinery has
been developed.

Again it is the denominatorthat causes trouble, in
this case by dependingon the class width h. However, when h changes from the very large value 60
to the rather small value 6o/10, the denominator
changes from 1.4 to 3.7 which means that, for h in
the specifiedrange, the redundancybecomes determined up to a factor three approximately.Since References to the discussion
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of which will probably always remain somewhat
Kendall, M. G. (1943). The advanced theory of statistics,
arbitrary.
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